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New metro line 10 Valencia

Ambitious plans for environmental friendly transport
The Valencian metro company FGV has been using edilon)(sedra Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System) for over 30 years.
The main reasons are minimal and quick maintenance interventions, perfect electrical isolation and allowing mixed (rail / road)
traffic on their tracks.
It is therefore not without reason that edilon)(sedra Iberica was involved in the new line 10 project; an important extension between the
stations of Alicante and Nazaret. The new metro line 10 of Valencia contributes to the ambitious plans of city to offer more sustainable and
environmental friendly transport. Together with local engineers and contractors, we supported detailed Corkelast® ERS design engineering
works and installation plans, while our BIM elements were used to support the implementation of the Corkelast® ERS in the tunnel and
switches. Great to see how the continuously supported Corkelast® ERS tracks fit perfectly in their environment, don’t you think?
Recently, the new line 10 has been brought into service - so a new stage of the green transport plan for Valencia is realized.
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A new milestone for the largest metro project
in Eastern Europe!
The western section of Metro line 2 in Warsaw has been taken into operation, including two new stations Bemowo and
Ulrychów. On 30 June 2022 the official opening took place at the Bemowo station by Mayor of Warsaw Rafał Trzaskowski and
EU Commissioner Elisa Ferreira.
edilon)(sedra are proud to have contributed to this project,
supporting the contractor Gülermak. edilon)(sedra supplied a
state-of-the-art track system solution, based on Corkelast® EBS
(Embedded Block System) blocks and Trackelast® mats, offering
optimal noise & vibration control especially for the critical city areas.
For project line 2, more than 30 km of edilon)(sedra Corkelast®
EBS track has been installed, including Corkelast® EBS bearers for
turnouts, crossroads and double track connections and 520 m of
Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System) track. The opening of the
3 new stations in the eastern direction of line 2 is expected later this
year.

Project Bybanen BT4, Bergen

Meeting the strict requirements for installation efficency

For the Light Rail project Bybanen BT4 in Bergen, Norway, the main contractor Steconfer and project partners have
completed the installation of 3870 m of single track with Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System).
edilon)(sedra are delighted to have been involved in this high profile project. In
addition to supplying the Corkelast® ERS materials, we also provided technical
advice and supported the final Corkelast® ERS slab track design for durable and
easy maintainable green and in-street tracks.
The newly installed line connects with the existing line 1 in the city centre at four
places: Pastaparken, Kronstad, Bystasjonen and Byparken. As these are very
sensitive locations, a well-thought-out project plan and efficient execution was
required.
Steconfer have done a great job! edilon)(sedra would like to thank the Steconfer
team in Bergen for a pleasant, flexible and constructive collaboration and for
allowing us to share this marvelous project video >

Click on the image to start project video
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We love bridges!

Track renovation of three heavy duty railway bridges
In Budapest, Hungary, contractors are currently working on the last
details of the renovation of three Southern Connection Railway bridges
crossing the Danube. This renovation project, which is part of the
cities overarching South Circle Train project, can justifiably be called a
technical masterpiece.
The degraded condition of the 2 existing steel bridge structures required
reconstruction of the structure and a new, third railway bridge had to be installed.
The aim of this project is to provide a modern transport alternative in southern
Budapest for the residents of the conurbation.
The reconstruction of the bridges had to be carried out in such a way that twoway rail traffic was maintained. During the reconstruction, the first structure was
built and the second existing structure was disassembled and rebuilt. After that the
third existing structure was disassembled and rebuilt. The mounting of the track
was executed with edilon)(sedra Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System), mainly
because almost all bridges over the Danube river are fastened with Corkelast®
ERS which has proven to be highly durable and virtually maintenance-free. The
existing bridges and the new bridges are operated by MÁV Zrt (Hungarian Railway
Authority).

edilon)(sedra works with various project partners in different countries on a wide
variety of bridge projects.
Our technical knowledge and years of experience in this field, allows us to be broadly engaged and to offer full-service
project involvement: inspection, advice, application engineering, project planning, system supply & logistics, installation,
supervision, quality control and maintenance. By continuously innovating our track systems and providing sustainable
solutions, we act as a bridge to the future.

Sustainable tram tracks
rehabilitation Carola bridge

Recently, we engineered and installed edilon)(sedra Trackelast® baseplate pads for the concrete Carola bridge in
Dresden, Germany. A sustainable advantage was the reuse of the existing individual supporting points of the tracks.

Prior to the rehabilitation works, our sales team and technical specialists together
with experts of HTW Dresden (University of Applied Sciences) and the Dresdner
Verkehrsbetriebe (DVB) executed field and material tests to define the optimum
static and dynamic point stiffness. The orange highly elastic pads ensure
optimal damping of the vibrations of the trams driving over the bridge without
endangering the track stability. A good investment, as the solution provides
an extension of the service life of the existing tracks and contributes to the
preservation of the bridge structure!
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Noise & Vibration control:
key to further development of light
rail networks in urban areas
This video shows some basic Noise & Vibration related issues and our
solution: Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System). Would you like to go
more deeply into this topic? Our technical experts are eager to support
you!

Click on the image to start video

Project Nieuwegein in The Netherlands
edilon)(sedra SDS and Corkelast® ERS for the new build public transport hub
The hub in the city centre of Nieuwegein has been given the
character of a city square, with a high priority to the sustainability
aspect. The selected SDS track (Sound Damping System) has been
installed in combination with several track surface finishes like
grass, concrete and natural stone. This combines the aesthetical
aspect with sustainability.

462 m of SDS track has been installed. In addition, a 118 m double
track section of edilon)(sedra Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail
System) was installed. A completely new tram stop has been
finished at the same time. Passengers are now able to travel to the
Nieuwegein city centre and the Utrecht Science Park with a new
extra-long tram, delivered by CAF.

We are so happy to welcome you again on InnoTrans 2022 in Berlin
to talk about our rail fastening systems!
You can find us in Hall 25, stand 570 where our track elasticity
experts are eager to present you our NEXT GENERATION track
systems >> slim by design, easy to install, sustainable in
performance. Whether it concerns our Corkelast® Embedded
Rail or Embedded Block systems, our Trackelast® vibration
reducing mats or our ecologic SDS grass track systems, we offer
you the most sustainable solution. Tested, proven and certified
according to the latest EN norms.

Our track systems are internationally known for:
• Top performance stray current protection
• Excellent vibration absorption
• Minimum maintenance, so optimal track availability
• Long lifetime, high durability
Before and during your project, we can support you with technical
advice and design & installation services in the application fields of
tunnels, bridges, level crossing solutions, stations & stops, urban
slab track systems, depots and industry & crane tracks.
Looking forward to meeting you at InnoTrans!
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